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SUBSYSTEMS OF THE POLYNOMIAL SYSTEM

FRANK OKOH AND FRANK A. ZORZITTO

A pair of complex vector spaces (V,W) is a system if there is a
C-bilinear map from C 2 X V to W. Given any C[ζ]-module M, and
(α, h) a fixed basis of C2, (M, M) is a system with am — m, hm — ζm
for all m in M. If M = C[?J. the system P = (M, M) is called the
polynomial system. The emphasis here is on the disparateness between
the polynomial system and the polynomial module. It is shown that each
nonzero formal power series in C[[f ]] determines a rank two subsystem
of P. Among the consequences of this result are that:

(1) P contains c {c — cardinality of Q isomorphism classes of
indecomposable subsystems of rank two.

(2) There is a complete set of invariants for decomposable exten-
sions of ( 0 , 0 by P.

It is also shown that extensions of finite-dimensional subsystems by
P are isomorphic to subsystems of P. Consequently, P contains purely
simple subsystems of arbitrary finite rank. Furthermore, a subsystem of
P of finite rank is purely simple if and only if it is indecomposable.
Finally the purely simple subsystems of P of rank two are shown to
satisfy the ascending chain condition but not the descending chain
condition.

Introduction. A pair of complex vector spaces (V,W) is a system if

there is a C-bilinear map from C 2 X V to W. Any C[ξ]-module M (C[f ] is

the ring of complex polynomials) gives rise to a system (M, M) with

am — m, bm — ζm where (α, b) is a fixed basis of C 2 . The category of

systems contains, in this way, subcategories equivalent to the category of

C[ξ]-modules. Probably the most significant difference between the theory

of systems and that of modules over a principal ideal domain is the

existence of purely simple systems of arbitrary finite rank. This paper is a

step in the classification of such systems.

We begin with the simplest case: extensions (V,W) of finite-dimen-

sional torsion-free systems by P = (C[ξ], C[ζ]). A formal power series

/ — ΣJLQ akζ
k may be regarded as a linear functional on C[£], via l{ζk) —

ak. UV= C[f ], W = V θ Cw, w ¥= 0, we make (F, W) into a system by

setting aζk = f*, bζk = ξk+ι + akw. This system, denoted by (F, W)h is

an extension of (0, Cw) by P. The rank of (V, W)t is 2, as seen in Theorem

3.1 of [6]. It is shown in Theorem 1.13 that any extension of a finite-di-

mensional indecomposable torsion-free system by P can be put in the

above form. This is then used to show in Theorem 1.14 that any extension
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of a finite-dimensional torsion-free system by P is isomorphic to a

subsystem of P. The following results on (V9 W)/ are obtained:

(1) The system (V,W)ι is purely simple if and only if / is not the

expansion of a rational function (Proposition 2.3).

(2) If (V9 W)lχ is isomorphic to (K, W)l2 by (φ, ψ) then for some M,

degree φ ( / ) = degree /for all/in Fwith degree / > Λf (Proposition 3.3).

(3) There exist uncountably many purely simple and nonisomorphic

extensions of (0, Cw) by P (Theorem 3.2).

(4) There is a complete set of invariants for decomposable extensions

of (0, Cw) by P9 and there are S o isomorphism classes of such extensions

(Theorem 3.8).

Now let Xt = ker/, Y = C[f]. Then (*„ F) is a subsystem of (V9 W\

and a subsystem of P. The following results are obtained:

(1) (V, W)t is purely simple if and only ii(XhY)\s purely simple.

(2) (V9W\ is isomoφhic to (V9W)l2 if and only if (X/χ9Y) is

isomorphic to (Xl9 Y).

(3) Every infinite-dimensional subsystem of P of rank two is isomor-

phic to (X/9 Y) for some appropriate linear functional / on C[f]. The first

two results give in Theorem 3.8(b) that P contains uncountably many

isomorphism classes of purely simple subsystems of rank two — a far cry

from the structure of C[ξ]-submodules of C[f ]. What's more, Theorem

1.14 can be used to show that, for any positive integer n9 P contains a

nonterminating descending chain of purely simple subsystems of rank n.

We do only the case n — 2.

For all undefined terms on systems we refer to [2] and [6]. §1 develops

most of the properties of subsystems of P of finite rank needed in §§2 and

3, which contain our main results. We note that the rank one torsion-free

system P is denoted on p. 172 of [6] by Pά9 where β G C 2 , to indicate the

dependence of its isomorphism type on the set {aa: E C } . See also p. 285

of [3]. The effect of a change of basis of C 2 on P can be deduced from p.

282 of [1].
Finally we remark that any algebraically closed field could be used in

place of the complex numbers.

1. Subsystems of P of finite rank. Unless otherwise stated, all

systems in this paper are torsion-free. We refer to [2] and [6] for defini-

tions and unexplained notations.

LEMMA 1.1. Let (V9W) be a system. If for any k9
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is infinite dimensional, then this subsystem of (V,W) contains an infinite-di-

mensional pure subsystem of (V, W) of rank not greater than k.

Proof. Use induction on k. If k = 1, then tc{VW)(φ, (w,)) is an

infinite-dimensional torsion-closed subsystem of (F, W) of rank 1. Hence,

it is a pure subsystem of (F, W) by Theorem 5.6 of [2]. We assume the

result for integers r, 2 < r < k. Suppose tc(VW)(φ, {wx,w2,... ,wk}) has no

direct summand of type III"1. Then tc{VW)(φ, {wλ,w2,... ,wk}) is already

an infinite-dimensional pure subsystem of (F, W) by Theorem 1 of [4].

Also its rank does not exceed k. On the other hand, if it has a direct

summand of type III"1, its direct complement is infinite dimensional and

of rank not exceeding k — 1. By the induction hypothesis, that comple-

ment contains an infinite-dimensional pure subsystem of (F, W) of rank

not exceeding k — 1. D

We now collect some technicalities in 1.2-1.4 which we shall be using

constantly. They can all be deduced from results in [2] and [6].

LEMMA 1.2. (a) Let (F, W) be a torsion-free system and w a nonzero

element in W. The equation bθυ = w has a solution vθ in V if and only if

H(KH/)(w)θ is not zero. (For θ G C, bθ = b ~ θa.)

(b) There is a set {vi}"=ι with bθv] — w, aυi — υt\ bθv1 — u ^ , ; 2 < / <

n + 1, // and only if H{V'W)(w)θ — n (n possibly infinite). If θ = oo, put

aυλ — w, bυi — υ / + 1 , 1 < / < n + 1.

(c) The sets {vθ: θ E C, bθvθ = w} and {vt}"=] are respectively linearly

independent. •

LEMMA 1.3. A subset S C C[ζ] generates a finite-dimensional subspace

°f C[ζ] if arχd only if S is of bounded degree, i.e. (deg(/): / G S } is

bounded. D

Let (Xx, 7,) C (X, Y) C P and let y + Y} be a nonzero coset in

Y/Yv Suppose H{Xy)/{X^\y + YX)BΦ 0. Then for some x in X,

i.e. bθx — y — yx, for someyx in Yx. Therefore,
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LEMMA 1.4. If(Xl9Yx) is finite dimensional, in particular if'(Xl9Yx) —

(0,0), then:

(i) H(XY)/(X^\y + YX)Θ = Ofor all but a finite number ofθ in C.

(ii) H(X*Y)AX*<γ*\y + Yx)θ < oo for all θ in C.

Proof. The set S = {{y + yx)(ξ - θ)~x: θ E C,^, G Yx) is of bounded

degree because y is fixed and Yx is finite-dimensional and hence of

bounded degree by 1.3. So by 1.3 S generates a finite-dimensional

subspace of C[£]. Part (i) now follows from 1.2(a) and (c).

(ii) This follows from formula (1) and 1.2(b), 1.2(c), 1.3. D

LEMMA 1.5. / / H ( X Y ) / ( X ^ \ y + y,)^ is infinite and(Xx, Yx) is finite-

dimensional, then P/(X, Y) is finite dimensional.

Proof. If H(X*Y)AX*;Yl)(y + 7,)oo = °°> then from 1.2(b) and the
method used to obtain (1) we deduce that X contains the set

wherey[ E Yv If n = degreey, then {1, ξ9 ζ\... 9ξ
n~\ Yl9 T] spans C[ξ]9

and so P/(X, Y) is finite-dimensional, since Yx is finite-dimensional. D

COROLLARY 1.6. Let (X,Y) be an infinite-dimensional subsystem of P

of finite rank. Then P/(X, Y) is finite-dimensional.

Proof. Use induction on rank of (X, Y) = k (say). Let k — 1, and let

y be a nonzero element of Y. By Lemma 1.4 with (Xl9Yx) = (0,0), we

have H{XΎ\y)θ = 0 for all but a finite number of θ E C, and H(X<Y)(y)θ

< oo for all θ in C. Since (X9 Y) is infinite-dimensional and of rank 1,

H{X'Y)(y)^ must be infinite by Theorem 3.4 of [2], i.e. X contains {ζny:

n — 0,1,2,...}. If m — degree y9 the dimension of P/{ X, Y) is not greater

than 2 m + 1. We assume the result for all infinite-dimensional sub-

systems of P of rank not greater than k — 1. Let (XX9YX) =
tc(Λ-,y)(Φ> {JV y^ Λ - i } ) w h e r e 0Ί> 2̂» Λ ) i s a b a s i s o f ( ^ y ) w i t h

respect to generation. If (XX9 Yx) is infinite-dimensional we would be done

by the induction hypothesis. So we may assume that it is finite-dimen-

sional. Now we note that (X9Y)/(XX9YX) is an infinite-dimensional

torsion-free system of rank one. By 1.4, H(X'Y)/iXι%Yχ\y + Yx)θ = 0 for all

but a finite number of θ in C, and H(XY)/(X^\y + Y{)θ < oo for all θ in

C, provided y + Yx is a nonzero coset. Therefore by Theorem 3.4 of [2],
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+ y ^ i s infinite. So by 1.5, P/(X9 Y) is finite-dimen-

sional. •

COROLLARY 1.7. Let(Xl9Yx)C(X9Y)CP where (XX9 Yx) is finite-di-

mensional and {X, Y)/(Xl9 y,) is infinite-dimensional, torsion-free and of

rank one. Then (X, Y)/(X]9 Yx) is isomorphic to P.

Proof. This follows from 1.4 and Theorem 3.4 of [2]. D

In order to avoid circumlocution we shall freely confuse systems and

their isomorphism types. Thus we may talk of a system of type H I m θ P

when we mean a system (F, W) = (F,, Wx) 4- (F 2 , W2)9 where (F,, Wx) is

of type Π I m and (F 2 , W2) is isomoφhic to P.

THEOREM 1.8. A subsystem of P of finite rank is indecomposable if and

only if it is purely simple. If it is not purely simple, it has a direct summand

of type l\lm.

Proof. A purely simple system is necessarily indecomposable. So let

(X, Y) C P be an indecomposable subsystem of finite rank. Suppose it

has a proper pure subsystem (Xθ9 Yo). By Theorem 5.5 of [1] and the

hypothesis on (X9 Y)9 (Xθ9 Yo) is not finite-dimensional. It is also of finite

rank, by Lemma 2.1(a) and Theorem 2.4 of [2]. By 1.6, P/(X0, Yo) and

hence (X9 Y)/(X09 Yo) is finite-dimensional. By the definition of purity

this implies that (Xθ9 YQ) is a direct summand of (X9Y)9 contradicting the

hypothesis that (X, Y) is indecomposable. Therefore (X, Y) has no proper

pure subsystems, i.e. it is purely simple. The above also shows that if

(X, Y) is not purely simple then it has a finite-dimensional direct sum-

mand, and so by Theorem 4.3 of [1], {X, Y) has a direct summand of type

III"1. •

COROLLARY 1.9. An infinite-dimensional subsystem (X, Y) of P of finite

rank is of the form

where (X]9 Yx) is finite-dimensional and (X2, Y2) is infinite-dimensional and

purely simple. Moreover, the system (X29Y2) is unique.

Proof. If (X9 Y) is indecomposable then by 1.8 we may take (XX9YX)

— 0 and (Xl9 Y2) — (X, Y). Otherwise, successive application of 1.8 leads

to (X, Y) = (Xl9 y,) + (X29 y2), where (Xl9 y,) is of finite rank and a

direct sum of subsystems of type III m for various integers m, and (X29Y2)
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is infinite-dimensional and purely simple. Since (X]9 7,) is finite-dimen-

sional it remains only to prove the uniqueness of (X29 72). For that we

recall that for y E 7, θ G C, and y = yx + y29 yi e Yi9 i = 1,2,

(2) / / ^ ^ ( ^ ) , - i n f { / / ^ ^ ( ^ ) , ^ ( ^ y ) ( j 2 ) , } .

Suppose (X, 7) = (*f, Y[) + (X'29Y£ with (*[, 7[) finite-dimen-

sional and (X29Y2) purely simple and infinite-dimensional. Let Λf =

max{m: (X[9 Y[) or (X,, 7,) has a direct summand of type III"1}. Since

(A^, 72) has no direct summand of type III"1 for any m, every finite-di-

mensional subsystem of (X29Y2) is contained in a subsystem of type

IH* Θ ΘIIIA< for some integer t with minfλ:,,... ,λ:,} > Λf, by Theo-

rem 2 of [4]. From this and (2) we deduce that (X'29 72') C(X29Y2).

Similarly (X29 72) C (X'2, 72'). Hence (* 2 , 72) = (X'2, 72'). D

COROLLARY 1.10. An infinite-dimensional subsystem (X,Y) of P of

rank two that is not purely simple is of type I Π m θ P for an appropriate

integer m.

Proof. The hypothesis and 1.9 imply that (X9Y) = (Xλ9Yλ)+

(X29 72), where (Xl9 Yx) is finite-dimensional and of rank 1, hence of type

Π I m by Theorem 2.2 of [2], and (X29 72) is infinite-dimensional of rank 1.

By 1.4 and Theorem 3.4 of [2], (X29 72) is isomorphic to P. D

PROPOSITION 1.11. A n infinite-dimensional subsystem ofP of finite rank

is an extension of a finite-dimensional system by a system isomorphic to P.

Proof. Let (X9 7) C P be infinite-dimensional and of finite rank. By

1.9, (X9Y) = (XX9YX) + (X29Y2)9 where (Xl9Yx) is finite-dimensional

and (X29 72) is purely simple and infinite-dimensional. If rank(X2, 72) is

1, then (X29 72) is of type P by 1.4 and Theorem 3.4 of [2]. In that case

(X,Y) is trivially an extension of a finite-dimensional system by P.

Suppose then that rank(X29 72) = r > 1. Let {y}9 y29... ,yr-x} be part of a

basis of (X29 72) with respect to generation. By Lemma 1.1, (X39 73) =
tc(A- γo)(Φ> {Jh ^2' 'Λ-i}) m u s t be finite-dimensional because (X29 72)

is purely simple. By 1.7, (X29 Y2)/(X39 73) is isomorphic to P. Hence

(X, 7) is an extension of the finite-dimensional system (X]9 7,) + (X3, 73)

by a system isomorphic to P. D

We want to prove the converse to Proposition 1.11.
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LEMMA 1.12. An extension (V,W) of a finite-dimensional torsion-free

system (F,, Wx), by a system (V2,W2), isomorphic to P is isomorphic to a

subsystem of an extension of a system of type III1 by P.

Proof. Let (F,, Wx) be of type III*1 θ III*2 θ θ III*' (say). Let

M — t(kι + k2 + +kt). By using chain representations of systems of

type III"1, we see that (F 1 ? Wλ) can be embedded in a system (F 3, W3) of

type III^ . The extension of (F 1 ? Wλ) by (F 2 , W2) gives the diagram below

by pushout:

0 -> {Vλ9Wλ) -> (V9W) -> (V29W2) -» 0

I 1 II
0 - (F 3,fF 3) - (V'9W) - (F 3,fF 3) -, 0

Thus (F, WΓ) is embedded in (F' , ίFr) By Lemma 1.11 of [6], (F' , H^r) is
also an extension of a system of type III1 by P. D

Given the vector spaces V — C[f], W = C[ξ] θ [w], with w ̂  0, a

fixed basis (α, Z>) of C 2 and a linear functional /: C[£] -* C, the system

defined by the action

where k = 0,1,2,... and αA = /(£*), shall be denoted by (V9 W),.

THEOREM 1.13. Every extension of a system of type III"1 by P is

isomorphic to some (V, W)(.

Proof. By Lemma 1.11 of [6], such an extension is isomorphic to a

system (K, W) where V = C[f ] and JF = C[ξ] θ [w], >v ̂  0. By Theorem

5.3 of [7] it follows that (V,W) is isomorphic to (V9W)ι for some

functional /. D

THEOREM 1.14. Every extension of a finite-dimensional torsion-free

system by P is isomorphic to a subsystem of P.

Proof. By 1.12 and 1.13 it is enough to embed the system (V, W), into

P. Given (V9 W\ let ak = l(ζk) for k = 0,1,2,..., and let p0, P], p29...

be the polynomials recursively defined by p0 = ξ, pn+λ— ζpn — an. The

mapping (φ, ψ): (F, fF)7 -> P9 defined by ψ ( w ) = 1, φ(ξk) = ψ(^A) = pk

for /c = 0,1,2,..., provides a suitable system homomorphism. Indeed φ

and ψ are monomorphisms because them's are linearly independent. Also

for the base (a, b) in C 2 acting in (F, W)ι and in P we have
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and

*(Kk) = ψ(f*+ I + « ^ ) = pk + x + ak\ = ζPk =

for/fc = 0 , 1 , 2 , . . . . D

COROLLARY 1.15. Every extension of a system of type III"1 by P is

isomorphic to a subsystem (X, Y) of P where X is of codimension one in C[ζ]

and Y is C[ζ].

Proof. Such an extension is isomorphic to some (V9 W)t by 1.13; and

the embedding (φ, ψ): (K, JΓ) -> P of 1.14 is such that X = φ(V) is of

codimension one in C[ζ] and Y — ψ(W) is C[ζ]. D

2. Construction of purely simple subsystems of P. We shall make

no distinction between the formal power series / = Σ™=0 oikζ
k E C[[ζ]]

and the linear functional on C[ζ] it determines. As in the introduction and

§1, the rank two system constructed from / will be denoted by (V, W)t. If

f{ζ) = ao + a}ζ + - - +anζ
n

9 a0 φ 0, f(ζ) will denote the polynomial

aoξ
n + tfjΓ"1 + * * * +an. Since /(f) is obtained from f(ζ) by dividing

/(?) by ξ" and replacing l/ξ by f, this operation preserves divisibility.

That is, gh — f if and only if gh — /.

PROPOSITION 2.1. Lei / = Σ^ 0 «^f A 6e ^ power series expansion of

/(£) = P ( f ) / ί ( ί ) wAβre />(f) = /»0 + />,? + +pnζ'\ q(ξ) = % + Qxϊ

+ • +qmζm, withpn, q0, qmnot zero andp(ζ), q(ζ) relatively prime. Then

ker / contains the ideal generated by r{ζ) = ζ'q(ζ), t = max(0, n — m + 1).

Furthermore ker / contains no larger ideal.

Proof. Assume n > m. By equating coefficients in I q(ξ) — p(ζ) we

get:

«o<?o = Po

= Pm

(3) :

= 0 for k — 1,2,
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Equation (3) implies that l(ζk~ιr(ζ)) = 0 for all A: = 1,2 where

r(ξ) = ζ"-m+ιq(ξ). Hence the ideal generated by r(f) is in Ker/. Now

suppose Ker/ contains the ideal generated by a polynomial s(ξ) and s(£)

divides r(ξ) Let j(£) = s7 + j ^ f + - +soξ
J, with s0 =̂ 0. We have

l(ζks(ζ)) — 0 for k — 0,1,2,... by assumption. This means that

( 4 ) •*(>«/+* + sλ*j+k-\ + •'" +•*/<** = ° for/: = 0,1,2,. . . .

Since/(f) has 2 ^ 0 a A ^ as its power series expansion, we may recover

f(X) from (4) in the classical fashion (see for instance p. 392 of [5]) as

follows:

Add the above equations to get (s0 + sxζ + + ^ / y ) / ( f ) = t(ξ), where

/(f) is a polynomial. Indeed, for k = 0,1,2,..., the fy+/: terms on the

right-hand side cancel because of (4). Therefore we get p{ζ)/q(ζ) =

'(£)/?(£)• S i n ^ e p{ζ) and q(ζ) are relatively prime we deduce that q{ζ)

divides s(ξ)9 hence q(ζ) divides ^(f). But we had supposed that s{ζ)

divided ζn~m+λq(ζ). This implies that s(ξ) = ξuq(ξ), where u < Λ - m +

1. If we had w < /i - /w + 1, then / ( fVί f ) ) = <*nq0 + an_]q]

+ + α n _ w 9 w — 0. This is a contradiction because pn φ 0. Therefore

s(ζ) - ζ"~m+xq(ζ) = r(f). If Λ < m, we proceed as above. To obtain

equations (3) in that case, r(ζ) — q(ξ) works. D

A byproduct of the proof of Proposition 2.1 is the following result.

COROLLARY 2.2. Let I = Σf=0 akζ
k E F[[ξ]], F any field. Then I is the

formal power series expansion of a rational function if and only if the

following equivalent conditions are satisfied:

(a) For some positive integers m, n, there exist q§,q\,..* >qm in F not all

zero such that equation (3) is satisfied.

(b) Ker / contains a nonzero ideal of F[ζ] generated by

We remark that (b) is merely a restatement of (a), and (a) is well

known (see p. 392 of [5]).
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We shall now show that P and {V,W)t share a common subsystem,

(Xh 7), that reflects important properties of (K, W){. Let

The system (Xh 7), with αx = x, bx = ζx for all x E A"7, is a subsystem of

P and also a subsystem of (F, W),. If / T^ 0, (Xh Y) is a proper subsystem

of P. We note that (Xh Y) is not isomorphic to the system (X, Y) of

Corollary 1.15, even though we do not pursue the matter further here.

PROPOSITION 2.3. The system (K, W)t is not purely simple if and only if

the following equivalent conditions are satisfied:

(i) Statement (a) of Corollary 2.2

(ii) Statement (b) of Corollary 2.2

(iii) X, contains a nonzero ideal.

Proof. The conditions are clearly equivalent. Suppose (K, W)t is not

purely simple. Then by 1.14 and 1.10 it contains a subsystem isomorphic

to P. This implies, using the system operation in (V,W)h that Ker/

contains a nonzero ideal. Therefore, {Xh Y) contains a subsystem isomor-

phic to P. Conversely, if Ker/ contains a nonzero ideal (/?(£))* then

tc ( ( / ί H / ) /(0, {/>(?)}) would be infinite-dimensional of rank 1; and by

Lemma 1.1, the rank two system (F, W)ι would not be purely simple. D

From now on we shall assume that all our linear functional are

nonzero and all ideals are nonzero C[ξ]-ideals. We want to prove that

r a n k ( ^ , Y) is 2.

LEMMA 2.4. If (X, Y) is a subsystem of P and X is of codimension n in

y, then (X, Y) does not have a torsion-closed subsystem of type III"'1 θ

I I P ' 2 © ••• ΘIΠ m " + .

Proof. Suppose (Xx, Yx) is a torsion-closed subsystem of (X, Y) of

type IIP' 1 θ IIP ' 2 θ ΘIΠm"+ . Then there exist linearly independent

elements jy,, y2,... ,yn+} in 7, such that Xx Π [y}, y2,... ,yn+ι] — 0. Since

X is of codimension n in Y, there exist complex numbers c,, c 2 , . . . ,c / ί + 1

not all zero such that y = Σ"=l cιyι is in X. Since ay — y, this implies that

(X, Y)/(X], Yx) has the image of y in X/Xλ as an eigenvector, contradict-

ing the hypothesis that (Xx, Yx) is torsion-closed in (X, Y). D

LEMMA 2.5. (a) The system (Xh Y) has no direct summand of type

III"1 ' θ IIP' 2 , (b) If Xj contains no ideal then (X, Y) has no direct summand

of type \llm.
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Proof. Since Xt is of codimension 1 in C[ζ], 2.5(a) follows from 2.4.

For the proof of (b), suppose (Xh Y) = ( * „ Yx) + (X2, 72) with

(Xλ9 Yx) of type III"1. Then d i m ^ / X , ) = m - 1 and dim(7/7 2 ) = m.

Since Xt is of codimension 1 in Y this implies dim(Y/X2) = m. Since

αX2 = X2 C 72, that implies X2 = 72. In particular, ξX2 C X2, contradict-

ing the hypothesis that Xι does not contain an ideal. D

LEMMA 2.6. If(X9 Y) is a subsystem of P and X is of codimension n in

7, then (X9Y) contains an infinite-dimensional pure subsystem of rank not

exceeding n + 1.

Proof. If rank(X, Y) is less than or equal to n + 1 there is nothing to

prove. So we may suppose that rank(X9 Y) > n + 2. Let [yl9 y29... ,j>π+I}

be part of a basis of (X, Y) with respect to generation. Let (Xλ9 Yx) —
tc(A-,y)(^' {JΊ> yi' - - >Λ+i}) ^ (^i» ^i) ̂ s finite-dimensional then by The-

orem 4.3 of [1] and the fact that τank(Xl9 Yx) = n + \9(Xl9Yλ) is oί type

III"2 ' + + ΠIW«+1, contradicting 2.4. Therefore (Xl9 7,) is infinite-di-

mensional and an appeal to 1.1 gives us the required result. Π

THEOREM 2.7. If(X9 7 ) is a subsystem of P and X is of codimenson one

in 7, then the rank of (X, 7 ) is two. In particular, the rank of (Xh 7),

where 7 = C[ξ]9 is two.

Proof. Suppose X contains an ideal (p(ζ)). Then

is an infinite-dimensional subsystem of P of rank 1. By 1.6, P/(Xl9 7,),

hence (X]9 Yx)/(Xl9 7,) is finite-dimensional. By 1.1, (Xl9Y{) is pure in

(X, 7) . By the definition of purity, (Xλ9 7,) is a direct summand of(X9Y)

with a finite-dimensional complement (X29Y2) (say). By Theorem 4.3 of

[1], (X29 72) is a direct sum of subsystems of type III m . By 2.5(a) there can

only be one such direct summand. That is, (X29Y2) is of type III"1.

Therefore, rank(X2, 72) - rank( JT,, 7,) = 1. Thus rank(^Γ, 7 ) = 2.

Suppose X does not contain an ideal. If r a n k ^ , 7) > 3 then (X9 7 )

contains an infinite-dimensional pure subsystem (Xl9 Y,) of rank < 2, by

2.6, since X is of codimension 1 in C[ζ]. By 1.6, P/{Xλ9 Yλ) and

(^, Y)/(XV 7j) are finite-dimensional. Therefore (Jf, 7) contains a direct

summand of type III m , contradicting Lemma 2.6(b). So rank(Jf, 7) < 2.

If rank(X, 7 ) = 1, then from 1.4 and Theorem 3.4 of [2] (X9Y) is

isomorphic to P. This means X would contain a nonzero ideal. Therefore

rank(X, 7) is 2. D
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PROPOSITION 2.8. The system (F, W)t is purely simple if and only if

(Xh Y) is purely simple.

Proof. Suppose (F, W)( is not purely simple. Then by 1.14, 1.10 and

2.3 in that order, (Xh Y) contains a subsystem isomorphic to P. The

torsion-closure in (Xh Y) of such a subsystem is a rank 1 infinite-dimen-

sional subsystem of the rank two system (Xh Y). Hence by 1.1, (X/9 Y) is

not purely simple. Conversely, if (Xh Y) is not purely simple, 1.10 and 2.3

yield that (V,W)ι is not purely simple. D

The next result shows that Ker/ captures the essence of (F, W)t.

THEOREM 2.9. // /,, l2 are in C[[ζ]] then (V9W)f is isomorphic to

(F, W\ if and only if(X,ί9 Y) is isomorphic to (Xl2, Y). '

Proof. Suppose (φ, ψ): (F, JV)/ -> (F, W)t is an isomorphism. Since
eΦ(f) — Ψ(<?/) f° r all e E C 2 and/in F, we conclude from the respective

system operations that φ(X/) = Xι and ψ(Y) = Y. Therefore (φ, ψ)

restricted to (X(, Y) is an isomorphism onto (Xt, Y).

For the converse, we first note the following. Let / E C[[f]]. By 1.11

and 2.7 and Theorems 2.4 and 2.2 of [2], we have the exact sequence

(5) 0-*(Xl9Yx)->(Xl9Y)->P->09

where (X,, Y}) is of type III". Let v E V\X. We have aυ = v E Y. Since

v & Xh bυ = ζv + βw for some β φ 0. So in (F, WK)^^, Y), aυ = 0 and

to ^ 0. Therefore (F, W)ι/(Xh Y) is of type 11^. From (5) we obtain the

long exact sequence:

The first entry is 0 because P has no eigenvalues. From the table in [3], we

cull the following: dim Ext(II^, IΠm) = 1 and dim Ext(II^, P) = 0. Hence

Ext(II^, (X/9 Y)) is also one-dimensional. Namely, all nonsplit extensions

are isomorphic.

Let (φ, ψ): (Xt, Y) -»(Xι, Y) be an isomorphism. A pushout and the

fact that (F, W)j /{Xt, Y) is of type 11^ yield the following commutative

diagram with exact rows:

o - {xlt,γ) - {ytw\ - nio - o
( Φ . Ψ ) 4 i II

o - (x.,γ) - (u,z) - iiL, - o
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Therefore (V, W)/χ is isomorphic to (ί/, Z). But (F, W)lt is also a nonsplit
extension of (Xl9 Y) by II]

00. It is nonsplit because it is torsion-free, while
11^ has oc as an eigenvalue. Therefore (£/, Z) is isomoφhic to (F, W)t 9

and hence (V,W)ι is isomorphic to (K, W),. D

PROPOSITION 2.10. £ϋέτy infinite-dimensional subsystem (X\ Y') of P
of rank two is isomorphic to (XhY) for an appropriate linear functional I on

Proof. By 1.11, (X\ Y') is an extension of a finite-dimensional system
(Xu y,) by a system isomoφhic to P. Since rank( X\ Y') — 2 and rank P
= 1, rank( AT,, y,) = 1 by Theorem 2.4 of [2]. Therefore (A ,̂ Yx) is of type
IIIm. By 1.11 of [6], (X\ F) is also an extension of a system of type III1

by P. Hence it is isomoφhic to a subsystem (AT, Y) of P with X of
codimension one in C[ζ] and y = C[ξ] by 1.15. Therefore A" is the kernel
Xι of a linear functional / on C[ζ] and (X\ Y') is isomoφhic to (Xh Y). D

COROLLARY 2.11. If β is a nonzero complex number, lx a linear
functional on C[ζ] and l2 - βlv Then (V, W)lχ is isomorphic to (F, W)h.

Proof. This is immediate from 2.9 because Ker lλ = Ker /2. So (Xι, Y)

3. Some invariants. We begin the section with a description of a
complete set of invariants for completely decomposable subsystems of P
of rank two.

PROPOSITION 3.1. The system (Xl9 Y) has the form (Xl9 Y) = (Xι,Yι)
+ (X29 y2) with (Xλ, y,) of type IIP and (X2, Y2) = (p(ξ) - q f ], p(ξ)
C[f]) w/ίΛ degreep(ξ) — n, if and only if (p(ζ)) is the largest ideal
contained in X{.

Proof. Suppose (Xl9 Y) = (Xx, Yx) + (X2, Y2) with (Xl9 Yx) of type
III- and {X2,Y2) = {p{ζ) C[ζlp{ζ) C[ζ]\ where άegp(ξ) = n.
Clearly the ideal (p(ξ)) is in Xt. If Ai contains an ideal (q(ξ))9 then
(XhY) contains the rank one infinite-dimensional subsystem, (AΓ3,13) =
t c ( ^ y ) ( 0 , {?(?)})• The latter is isomoφhic to P. By 1.1 and 2.7, (Ar

3, y3)
is a proper pure subsystem of (X/9Y). By 1.6, P/(Ar

3,y3), hence
(A ,̂ y)/(Ar

3, y3), is finite-dimensional. This makes (X3,Y3) SL direct sum-
mand of (Xl9 Y) isomoφhic to P with a finite-dimensional direct comple-
ment. By 1.9, (X39 y3) = (X29 y2). Thus (q(ξ)) C
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Conversely, suppose (/>(£)) * s the largest ideal in X{. By 2.3, 2.7, and

1.10, (Xl9 Y) is of type III m θ P. Let (Xl9 Y) = (X3, Y3) + (X49 Y4) with

(X39Y3)of type III m and (Jf4, 74) isomorphic to P. In particular, (X49Y4)

= (#(f) C[f ], <?(f) C[f ]) for some polynomial q(ζ). So X, contains the

ideal (q(ζ)). Therefore <$(?)>£</>(£)>• Hence (* 4 , Y4) C (/>(£) •

]> P(ζ) * QΠ) The argument in the last paragraph gives (p(ζ)

>(£) * Qί ] ) £ (^4, n ) - Therefore (* 4 , 74) - (/ι(f) C[Π, p(S)

If /? = degree^(f), then dim X3 — dim 73 — 1 = w — 1 so m = n,

as required. D

An equivalence relation on rational functions of the form p{ζ)/q{ζ),

where ζ does not divide q(ζ), is defined by

Pitt )/</•(£) =/»2(ί)/«2(O

if m, + max(0, nλ — m, + 1) = m 2 + max(0, n2 ~ m2 + 1), where ni —

degree^7(f), m / — degree ^.(f), / = 1,2. Let D be the resulting set of

equivalence classes. From 2.1, 3.1, 2.9, and 2.10 we obtain the following

classification theorem.

THEOREM 3.2. The set D is a complete set of invariants for the

isomorphism classes of decomposable extensions o/III 1 by P and decomposa-

ble infinite-dimensional subsystems of P of rank two, respectively. Further-

more there are only countably many such classes. D

We now turn our attention to purely simple subsystems of P of rank

two. The next proposition provides an entering wedge.

PROPOSITION 3.3. // (φ, ψ) is an isomorphism from (V9W)/ onto

(V9W)i9 then there exists a positive integer M such that deg/?(£) =

degφ(/?(£)), whenever p(ζ) is a polynomial in V of degree not less than M.

Proof. Let (a, b) be the fixed basis of C 2 used to define the given

systems. Then φ ( Γ ) = flφ(Γ) = W 1 ) = Ψ(Γ) for /i = 0,1,2,.... Let

pn be this common polynomial. In the range space of (V,W)/9 ζk =

ζk + ak_λw - ak_,w where «* = /,(£*). So ψ(£*) = ψ(£* + ak\xw) -

ak_}\p(w). That is,

(6) pk =
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Since pk is a polynomial, the w-component of bφ(ξk~ι) is equal to the

w-component of ak_]\p(w). Denoting this component by ψ(w)p we get

from (6)

Also (6) gives the following recursive relation for pk:

Since [p0, pl9 p2,...] = C[£] there exists an integer n such that degreepn

> degree ψ(w)p. Since pn+x = ζpn - anψ(w)p, it follows that degreepn + λ

= degree pn + 1. This argument repeated gives degree pn+k — degree pn +

k for fc= 1,2,3, Since φ is an isomorphism, the codimension

n of [Γ1, Γ1"1"1,...] i n the domain space of (F, W)t equals that of

its image [pn, pn+v...] in the domain space of (V,W)l2. Therefore

degree/?„ = n and so degree pn+k — n Λ- k for & = 0,1,2, Let m =

max{degree/y j — 1,...,« — 1}. The required M of the proposition is

any integer greater than m + n. ϋ

Let F be the field Z/2Z and choose a set S of representatives for a

basis of the F-vector space Π« F / Θ ^ F . The set S has the following

properties:

(i) Card S = 2*°.

(ii) For S = (jy)J°=o in S the set {y G N: sJ = 1} is finite.

(iii) For two distinct elements s, t in S the set {j 6 N: s}φ tj) is

infinite.

For any positive integer r put f(r) — Σ'Zl i\ + r, and /(0) = 0. We

note that for r > 4,

(7) H > / ( r ) .

For each J = ( ^ ^ Q in S consider the sequence ls9 whose nth term is sr if

n — f{r) for some r and is 0 if n Φ f(r) for any r. The set T of such //s is

uncountable. The elements of T are simply sequences of the form

(O^O^OO^OOOOOO^OO...), where (Sj)™=0 <Ξ S and the number of 0's

between successive s 's is 1!, 2!, 3!, etc. Any sequence / from T is to be

identified with a formal power series and hence a linear functional on C[ζ]

in the natural manner. From 2.2 any ( G Γ cannot be the expansion of a

rational function. For each / G Γ the system {V,W)ι is therefore purely

simple, by 2.3. Our goal is to prove that the different (V, W)/s are not

isomorphic.
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LEMMA 3.4. // / = (ak)™=0 is in T and for some k > 8, ak_x = 1 and

ak = 0, then H^W\V)^ < H^w\ζk)^ for all j = 0,1,2 A:- 1.

Proof. Since ak_] — 1, k — 1 = f(r0) for some integer r0. Since /: — 1

> 7, r0 > 4. For 0 <y < A: - 1, H{V^W)'{ζJ)^ < / ( r 0 ) while H(V-w\ζk) >

r0!. The result then follows from (7). D

Let /, = (α*,)J?=o / = 1»2, be two elements in Γ. Suppose (φ, ψ):
(F, W )̂̂  -^ (K, W )̂/? is an isomorphism. Let M be an integer such that if
degree/(f) > M then degree φ(/(f)) — degree/, according to Proposition

3.3.

LEMMA 3.5. Suppose 8 < M < k and ak_U2 = 1, ak2 — 0. Then φ(ζk)

~ ck$k for s o m e nonzero complex number ck.

Proof. From ak_]2 = 1 we deduce that f(r0) — k — 1 for some in-

teger r0. Since k — 1 > 7, r0 > 4. Also k =£f(r) for any integer r. So

αA 1 = 0. Moreover a^+ t = 0 for 0 <y < r0!, by the description of ele-

ments in Γ. Therefore H(K*V)'ι(ξk)QO>r0\. Since an isomorphism of

systems preserves height functions, HiV"W)Ί(φ(ζk))O0 > r 0 ! By the choice

oik, degreeφ(ξk) = k, say φ(ξk) = c0 + cxζ + +c*f*. Since αk_U2 =

1 and αk2 = 0, we get from Lemma 3.4 that

if 0 < i < A: and c, ̂  0. Also # ( ί / H / M ς Π o c ^ / ( r o ) f o r s u c h cr N o w w e

recall that if H{KW\wι)θ Φ H(V<W)(w2)θ in a system (K, H^), then

i / ^ ' ^ ί ^ + w2)θ = inf{ff<^^>(W l),, ^ ^ ^ > ( w 2 ) , }

for any ί G C Since r0 > 4, /(r 0 ) < r0! by (7). Therefore c, = 0 for

0 < / < / : , hence proving the lemma. D

REMARK 3.6. Since lλ φ /2, //zey (i//jfer />? infinitely many spots. So for

any integer, in particular for k > M > 8, //zere ex/ste α /αrger integer t such

that:

0) α*-i,2 = !; «*2 = ° ( ^ «/ci = °)
(ii) an φ at2 {one of them is 0 and the other 1).

(iii) for all), k <j < t9 ajλ = aj2 = 0.

PROPOSITION 3.7. 7/7,, /2 ύtre distinct elements of T, then (V, W)lχ is not

isomorphic to (F, W)(.
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Proof. We shall use the notation in Lemma 3.5. Choose t, k with the

properties described in 3.6, so that from those properties

for any nonzero complex number β. From Lemma 3.5, we deduce that

(F, W)i is not isomorphic to (F, W)l9 because an isomorphism preserves

height functions. D

In what follows c = cardinality of C.

THEOREM 3.8. (a) There are exactly c isomorphism classes of purely

simple extensions of a system of type III1 by P.

(b) There are exactly c isomorphism classes of purely simple subsystems

of P of rank two.

Proof. By Theorem 1.13 the number of isomorphism classes of exten-

sions of a system of type III1 by P is no greater than Card C[[ξ]] = c. But

Card(Γ) = c. The theorem follows from Propositions 3.7 and 1.15. D

LEMMA 3.9. A purely simple system of rank greater than one is infinite-

dimensional.

Proof. Let (V9W) be a finite-dimensional torsion-free system. By

Theorem 4.3 of [1], (F, W) has a direct summand of type III m . Since a

system of type III m is of rank 1, (F, W) is purely simple if and only if it is

of rank 1. D

PROPOSITION 3.10. The system P contains a nonterminating descending

chain of purely simple subsystems of rank 2.

Proof. For any /0 G T the system (V9W)/Q is purely simple. Let

(X09 YQ) be a subsystem P isomorphic to (F, W)1Q9 as in Theorem 1.14. We

now show that every purely simple subsystem of P of rank 2 contains a

proper purely simple subsystem (Xk+X9 Yk+\) also of rank 2. By Lemma

3.9 (Xk9Yk) is infinite-dimensional. Therefore by Proposition 1.11 it is

isomorphic to an extension of a finite-dimensional system by P. Since

(Xk9 Yk) and P are of respective ranks 2 and 1, the finite-dimensional

system is of rank 1. Therefore (Xk9Yk)is an extension of a system of type

III"1 by a system isomorphic to P. So by Theorem 1.13 there is an

isomorphism (φ, ψ): (V9 W)ι -> (Xk9 Yk) for some (V9 W)(. By Proposition

2.8 and Theorem 2.7, (Xh Y) is a proper purely simple subsystem of
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(V, W)ι of rank 2. So (φ, ψ)( Xh Y) is a proper purely simple subsystem of

(Xk9 Yk) of rank 2. Put (Xk+λ9 Yk+ι) = (φ, ΨX^, 7) . The required non-

terminating descending chain of purely simple subsystems of P of rank 2

is (X θ 9 Yo) D (Xl9 Yλ) D (X2, Y2)D •-. D

PROPOSITION 3.11. Any ascending chain of purely simple subsystems of
P of finite rank greater than one terminates.

Proof. Let (Xx, Yx) C (X2, Y2) C be an ascending chain of purely

simple subsystems of P where rank(A^, Yk) > 2 for k — 1,2, By

Lemma 3.9, (Xk9Yk)is infinite-dimensional. By Corollary 1.6, P/(Xk, Yk)

is finite-dimensional for dλ\k — 1,2, Therefore the sequence terminates

because dim P/(Xk9 Yk) > dim P/(Xk+ι, Yk+X),k= 1,2,.... D

Using a chain representation for P as on p. 283 of [3], we see that P

contains a nonterminating ascending chain of purely simple subsystems:

(Xl9 Y{) C {X29 Y2) C C (Xn9 Yn) C where (Xn9 Yn) is of type

III", and hence of rank one.

REMARK. The set T of Lemma 3.4 can also be used to prove the

following results valid for any field k.

(1) The rank of k[[ζ]] as a module over k[ζ] is c.

(2) Let L be the set of /c-rational functions p(ζ)/q(ξ) with q(0) φ 0.

Then the dimension of fc[[f ]]/L as a /c-vector space is c.
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